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Target versus Source Language

Philosophical/logical/semantic analysis involves the rule-governed 
mapping of expressions of the source language to expressions of 
the target language.
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Target versus Source Language

56 CHAPTER 3. DIRECT REFERENCE

It is possible that Aristotle was fond of dogs.

M, g, w ! ιx(Fx)(♦Gx)

analysis

binding

Figure 3.2: Wide scope analysis of an English sentence.

∀∗ x
(
t = x ⊃ #(Et ⊃ t = x)

)

∀∗ x
( ιy(Gy)(y = x) ⊃ ιy(Gy)#(Ey ⊃ y = x)

)

Figure 3.3: Wide scope translation of one expression into another expression of FOML.

In the above example, the source language is English, but it could just as well be any other
formal or natural language that contains expressions that may with reasonable justification be
called proper names (and the same way for any other kind of rigid expressions that are to be
analyzed). The target language can be any language that is deemed adequate for representing
the truth-conditional or cognitive content of the whole expression to be analyzed in a philosoph-
ically, logically, or semantically satisfying manner. In the example, the target language is FOML,
which itself has been given a relational semantics, but it could just as well have been plain set
theory or any other kind of sound logical representation. Figure 3.3 illustrates an analysis of a
FOML expression containing a supposedly rigid constant t into an expression of the target lan-
guage FOML itself (some irrelevant mappings are left out). Often—though not in the version
of FOML used here—individual constants already are rigid designators, and so mapping them
to quantifier expressions with wide scope would be quite pointless. The example is in another
sense a redundant application of the wide scope theory. First-order modal logic is already an
ideal logical language that can be given various well-defined semantics, and there doesn’t seem
to be any need to analyze any of its expressions. Nevertheless, figure 3.3 illustrates a correct
application of the wide scope theory. It has been deliberately chosen in order to emphasize that
the wide scope theory can be regarded a way of analyzing expressions of an arbitrary language
by means of wide scope descriptions of another or the same language.

3.4.2 Pro and Contra Modal Description Theory

It has already been acknowledged that the essential property approach isn’t a feasible solution
without specifying exactly which properties would be likely candidates for rigidifying descrip-
tions. But the wide scope analysis or descriptions rigidified by an actuality operator catch rigid-

Philosophical/logical/semantic analysis involves the rule-governed 
mapping of expressions of the source language to expressions of 
the target language.

Note: lingua 
universalis 
(characteristica 
universalis) vs. 
calculus 
ratiocinator
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Reference

Reference is a technical notion that has been used in at least 
three ways in the literature:

(1) Semantic Reference
Semantic reference is minimally a dyadic relation between terms 
used and objects.

(2) Speaker Reference
Speaker reference is minimally a triadic relation between terms 
used, speakers, and objects.

(3) Extralinguistic Reference
Extralinguistic reference is minimally a dyadic relation between 
agents and objects.
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Reference: Example

SHRDLU

➯The robot takes the green block.

Semantic Referent: the blue block

Request: Take the blue block!

Speaker Referent: the green block

Extralinguistic Referent: the green block

Having an extralinguistic referent can make sense even if no language is 
used at all.
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Identifying Reference (1)

 Originally used by Strawson (1964) in a different sense, the notion 
Identifying Reference is equivocally used for the following aspects of 
reference:

(1) Ability to Identify the Semantic Referent
A speaker’s may have the ability to successfully identify the 
semantic referent of a singular term.

(2) Successful Identification
A speaker may in fact successfully identify the semantic referent.

 (3) Condition on Successful Speaker Reference
A condition on speaker versus semantic reference has to be 
fulfilled in order for the speaker reference to be successful:

82 CHAPTER 4. A DESCRIPTION THEORY OF REFERENCE

the sole criterion used for identifying the semantic referent in situations that require identifying
reference.

From the NDT point of view, the only linguistic requirement on the use of a proper name is the
property of being called by that name, which comprises the linguistic conventions governing the
use of that name. But for identification purposes, the speaker will usually have to rely on his prior
beliefs about the referent of that name in addition to those conventions.23 That is the reason why
a number of identification criteria I1 . . . In have been stipulated in figure 4.4. These criteria may
vary from speaker to speaker and in the descriptive version of indirect reference proposed here
they fulfill the role of partial cognitive content. They aren’t part of objective meaning, but from an
epistemic point of view are the conditions for successfully identifying the semantic referent. So
formula 4.15 doesn’t indicate the whole picture. Whenever a speaker tries to identify the referent
of a proper name like «Aristotle», he associates a property A(x) with the reading the object called

«Aristotle» by virtue of being a competent speaker but additionally associates whatever criteria
he deems sufficient for identifying the referent of the proper name. The conjunction of those
criteria is then determining the doxastic referent. The semantic referent, on the other hand, is
determined by ιx @ Ax. The revised condition for identifying reference is thus 4.22.

M, g, w0 ! ιx[@ Ax] ιy["1 Ay ∧ I1y ∧ · · · ∧ Iny](x = y) (4.22)

The condition itself isn’t empirical. It is a transcendental condition for identifying reference.
However, which identification criteria a speaker uses—consciously or subconsciously, implicitly
or explicitly—in a given situation is a wholly empirical matter. One source of unease that philoso-
phers might have with description theory in general is the simplicity of the definite descriptions
that are usually assumed in examples. In reality the identification criteria that play a role in
a condition like 4.22 may be so complicated that they cannot even be formulated by experts.
Consider for example how people recognize human faces. Although advances in automated face
recognition have been made, finding the exact conditions for recognizing a person by means of
features of her face under varying external conditions is far from being trivial.

4.5.5 The Problem of Nested Modalities

The description analysis of reference given so far is incomplete, because it doesn’t take nested
modalities into account. In this section, the analysis will be extended to adequately deal with
nested modalities. Consider the following rather artificial examples 4.23–4.28.

(4.23) It is necessary that it is necessary that Bob loves Carol.

(4.24) It is necessary that Alice believes that Bob loves Carol.

(4.25) Alice believes that she believes that Bob loves Carol.

(4.26) Alice believes that Bob believes that Alice loves Carol.

(4.27) Alice believes that it is necessary that Bob loves Carol.
23Only usually instead of always, because referents are sometimes labeled with a name tag.

doxastic modality
e.g. belief
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Identifying Reference (2)

(1) Identifying Reference is not required by virtue of semantic 
competence.

(2) Identifying Reference is an epistemic success condition on 
speaker reference.

(3) Semantic reference is indispensable for the purpose of 
formulating such a condition, as it serves as corrigens to 
individual speaker references.

(4) Speaker reference is likewise indispensable for the 
purpose of formulating such a condition, as individual speaker 
references can be the corrigenda.
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Direct versus Indirect Reference

(2) Direct Reference View 

(1) Indirect Reference View

Frege–Russell View, 
Description Theory, Sense vs. 
Reference

“According to the indirect reference view 
reference must always be mediated by some sort 
of meaning.” [18]

“[...] direct reference theory assumes that it is at 
least under certain circumstances and by means of 
certain expressions possible to refer to objects 
without any mediation through meaning or Fregean 
senses.” [42/44]

e.g. Frege, Russell (partly), Searle, Dummett, Sosa

Millianism,New Theory of 
Reference, causal theory of 
names

e.g. Kripke, Donnellan, Kaplan, Putnam, Burge, Soames, Recanati, Salmon
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Description Theory

• Description Theory is an implementation of the indirect 
reference view.
• Russell (1963): Ordinary proper names are definite 
descriptions in disguise. 
• This is here regarded as the view that source language proper 
names are mapped to target language iota terms or 
corresponding uses of quantifiers [21]:

20 CHAPTER 2. INDIRECT REFERENCE

Natural Language: English Formal Language: FOL

Peter is hungry analysis
−−−−−→ ιx(Fx)(Gx)

Figure 2.1: Analysis as a translation from natural language to formal language.

Instead of a quantifier, Russell also uses the so-called iota operator that yields the single object
that satisfies a possibly complex property. Since talking of objects is only meaningful when the
terms in question occur in a larger, well-formed formula, the use of a iota quantifier and the use
of a iota operator boil down to the same. However, it is easier to deal with scoping issues if an
abbreviation as a quantifier is used, if no other scoping mechanism like λ-abstraction is available.
Therefore, subsequent examples will be formulated using the quantifier abbreviated by 2.1, here
called iota quantifier. When in the following there will be talk about formal definite descriptions,
this is meant to be apply to iota terms built by a iota operator, but is also meant to apply, in a
derived sense, to the restriction part of iota quantifier expressions, i.e. to formula schemes like

ιxA(x)(. . . ). This is a sloppy way of talking, since a part of an abbreviation is strictly speaking
meaningless, but makes sense, because an expression of the form ιxAB can be read as the x,

that uniquely is A, satisfies B. The attribute «definite» will sometimes be dropped when it is clear
that a definite description and not a bare description without uniqueness condition is meant.

There are three crude arguments against Russell’s description analysis of proper names that
can be rejected in a jiffy. First, as Lycan (2000) points out, Russell’s Name Claim must be consid-
ered separately from his analysis of natural language definite descriptions.4 The role of context is
suppressed in this chapter, but even if definite descriptions are taken as context-dependent, there
are examples of natural language determiner phrases using the definite article that don’t express
a uniqueness condition, such as a generic use of the German determiner «der» in «der Wal ist
ein Säugetier» (The wale is a mammal; ‘wales are mammals’). This doesn’t affect an analysis of
proper names as definite descriptions, since the idea of this analysis is that a definite description
in some formal language is used for encoding the truth-conditional content of a proper name,
and hence the (formal) definite description is chosen to be unique in order for the analysis to be
correct. Related to this a second point needs to be clarified. There’s a dangerous equivocation in
the use of «definite description». On one hand, the phrase can be used for a iota term or—in the
above derived sense—part of a iota quantifier, and on the other hand it is used for certain natural
language expressions, such as English phrases starting with «the». This can lead to the erroneous
and nonsensical view that Russell suggested to replace proper names with natural language def-
inite descriptions, for example to replace English proper names with English phrases of the form
the A. This cannot be adequate from a truth-conditional point of view, since proper names and
definite descriptions fulfill different linguistic roles, for example regarding rigidity (see chapter

“There is exactly one x 
such that F(x), and for this x it 

is the case that G(x).”
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Nominal Description Theory

NDT is based on the property of being called by a name 
(see Bach 1987, 2005). My version of DT based on NDT 
works as follows [84]:

the unique object that is 
actually being called 

“Aristotle”

84 CHAPTER 4. A DESCRIPTION THEORY OF REFERENCE

the embedding of the utterance into a belief ascription of the form A believes that read de dicto.
The partial cognitive content of a proper name, on the other hand, is the identification criteria a
speaker associates with that name in conjunction with the property of being called by that name.
These criteria in a formal belief attribution determine the speaker referent of the corresponding
name, which is a doxastic object that might in fact not exist. In contrast to that, the truth-
conditional content of a proper name doesn’t have to include any identification criteria at all. It
may be encoded by a rigidified definite description that only makes use of the property of being
called such-and-such, or alternatively may be encoded the Millian way by a rigid constant. The
following schemes summarize these positions, where ! is used to symbolize relativized rigidity
and "1 is a doxastic modality. A is the property of being called such-and-such and a requirement
by linguistic competence, I1 . . . In are identification criteria. M1 ∧ Mk symbolize some ideal,
objective meaning. (Dependency on the conversational context is ignored.)

! Ref 18 (NDT Scheme).
Semantic Reference: . . . ιx @ Ax . . .

Speaker Reference: "1 . . . ιx!(Ax ∧ I1x ∧ · · · ∧ Inx) . . .

! Ref 19 (EDT Scheme).
Semantic Reference: . . . ιx @(Ax ∧ M1x ∧ · · · ∧ Mkx) . . .

Speaker Reference: "1 . . . ιx!(Ax ∧ I1x ∧ · · · ∧ Inx) . . .

In dependence of varying degrees of idealization and given an intended interpretation of
the properties involved, NDT and EDT are descriptively and explanatory adequate theories of
reference. However, from a technical point of view M1, . . . Mk and I1, . . . , In are dispensable,
because the interpretation of A can be chosen such that it expresses a complex property that
comprises these criteria outside and inside the scope of a doxastic modality respectively in addi-
tion to the property of being called such and such. This allows for a simplified view, according to
which speaker reference boils down to "1 . . . ιx! Ax . . . and semantic reference boils down to
. . . ιx @ Ax . . . for both NDT and EDT. This view is descriptively adequate, but not fully explana-
tory adequate, because it doesn’t explicitly discern the components that constitute the complex
property used in determining the referent. Taking the taxonomy of section 2.3.2 in chapter
2, NDT and EDT are varying, non-matching, non-identifying, restricted description theories of
speaker reference. To this in later chapters context-dependency will be added and the simplified
view will be adopted. Although there are many differences as well, this view has some simi-
larities with the restricted-variable/retrieval view of Castañeda (1990b). In Castañeda’s theory,
proper names are sortal variables of quantification, working as follows:

“The sort determined by a proper name is a nominalistic sort of the type being
called such and such. The central roles of proper names are their pragmatic and semi-
otic roles of organizing beliefs and causing revisions, expansions and combinations
of memory files. They are used in the retrieval of believed information.” (Castañeda
1990b, p. 37)

A similar idea underlies the above branches of description theory. A speaker using or inter-
preting a proper name will consider, on the basis of his previous beliefs, the (doxastic) referent

doxastic modality
e.g. belief

Relativized Rigidity

the unique object that is being called 
“Aristotle” according to the first doxastic de 

dicto modality (as long as there is one; 
otherwise in the actual world) and also fulfills 

subjective identification criteria of the 
attitude holder

Mention 
EDT here!
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Example: NDT

Relativized Rigidity

[88/91]

88 CHAPTER 4. A DESCRIPTION THEORY OF REFERENCE

!!STERM,MID WFF"M
g (w) =




1 if for Rdox
MID ∈ Rdox in all u ∈ W such that

Rdox
MID(w, u, !STERM"M

g (w)) :

!WFF"M
g (u) = 1

0 otherwise

(4.38)

The definitions for other modalities remain the same and modal indices number both kinds
of modalities consecutively. If only one kind of doxastic modality per speaker is relevant, the
modal index will be left out completely. This definition has to be adjusted accordingly if the un-
derlying logic allows non-denoting terms, as in FOMLι in Appendix A. In case !STERM"M

g (w)

is undefined in such a system the whole belief attribution must be false. Triadic doxastic modal-
ities make examples more compositional and thus more realistic, since they allow us to drop the
rather artificial assumption that a matrix sentence of the form A believes that. . . is just mapped
to one operator simpliciter. The subject-NP of such sentences now explicitly appears in the cor-
responding expression of the target language.

Relativized Rigidity Using HYL Operators

The syntax of FOML is augmented by the following rule.

WFF := ↓ WVAR WFF | @WTERM WFF (4.39)

These operators have the following semantics.

!↓ WVAR WFF"M
g (w) = !WFF"M

h (w), (4.40)

where h ≈WVAR g such that h(WVAR) = w

!@WTERM WFF"M
g (w) = !WFF"M

g (!WTERM"M
g (w)) (4.41)

Given these two operators, the downarrow binder and the at-operator, it is easy to express
relativized rigidity. Consider one of the examples given for nested modalities.

(4.27) Alice believes that it is necessary that Bob loves Carol.

Formula 4.42 expresses the de dicto reading of this belief ascription in some model. For
comparison, the de re reading is given in formula 4.43, where @ without subscript is just the
ordinary actuality operator assuming the model is augmented by a designated actual world w0.

M, g, w0 " ιx[@ Ax] !x ↓ xw !0

ιy[@xw(By ∧ IA
By)] (4.42)

ιz[@xw(Cz ∧ IA
C z)]P (y, z)

M, g, w0 " ιx[@ Ax] !x !0

ιy[@ By] ιz[@ Cz]P (y, z) (4.43)

Relativized Rigidity and the Wide Scope Theory

Just like it was feasible to express non-relativized rigidity by wide scope descriptions without
any need for an actuality operator, relativized rigidity can be expressed in first-order modal logic

90 CHAPTER 4. A DESCRIPTION THEORY OF REFERENCE

Truth in a model is relativized to ν and we use the assignment operator to store any depen-
dence on the first doxastic modal operator as follows.

!!STERM,MID WFF"M
g,ν (w) =




1 if for Rdox
MID ∈ Rdox in all u ∈ W such that

Rdox
MID(w, u, !STERM"M

g,ν (w)) :

!WFF"M
g,ν′ (u) = 1,

where ν′ = ν ← u

0 otherwise

(4.46)

Given these preliminaries, defining a relativized actuality operator is straightforward. The
following definition assumes that models are augmented by a designated actual world w0.

Syntax. WFF := " WFF (4.47)

Semantics. !"WFF"M
g,ν (w) =




!WFF"M
g,ν (w0) if ν = undefined

!WFF"M
g,ν (ν) otherwise

(4.48)

Strictly speaking, this apparatus requires truth in a model to be reformulated in a dynamic
way, similar to formulations of truth-functional connectives in dynamic predicate logic. Evalu-
ation must strictly proceed from left to right, but since this is the default way in which logical
formalisms are read, a suitable reformulation of the definitions in Appendix A will from now on
be assumed.28 Using the above operator, formula 4.49 expresses the de dicto reading of 4.27
using the iota quantifier and formula 4.50 does the same using the iota operator.

M, g, w0, ν # ιx[" Ax] !x !0

ιy["(By ∧ IA
By)] ιz["(Cz ∧ IA

C z)]P (y, z) (4.49)

M, g, w0, ν # !ιx ! Ax !0 P (ιy["(By ∧ IA
By)], ιz["(Cz ∧ IA

C z)]) (4.50)

4.6.2 Compositionality

One objection that may be raised against the proposed analysis is that it is not compositional.
Whether this is a sound and strong objection depends on the presumed kind of compositionality
and of course also on the foundational question whether compositionality always should hold or
not. These questions will be briefly addressed in the following paragraphs. The purpose of the
following discussion is to point out in which sense the suggested analysis is compositional and
in which sense it is not. An exhaustive discussion of compositionality is beyond the scope of the
following sections and can for example be found in (Janssen 1986, 1996), (Partee 1984), or
(Blackburn 2001).

Characterization of Compositionality

Compositionality has also been called the Frege Principle and already been formulated as (Fre 1.2)
on page 23. Compared to recent accounts of compositionality, (Fre 1.2) is quite liberal; it only

28How this can be done formally is exemplified by the ‘dynamic’ variant of first-order predicate logic in chapter 7.

[90/93]

The interpretation of the proper names under a de dicto 
reading of the belief ascription depends on Alice in two ways:

(1) Alice’s subjective identification criteria are added, but 
aren’t required by virtue of Alice’s linguistic competence in 
using the proper names.

(2) The definite descriptions corresponding to “Bob” and 
“Carol” are evaluated with respect to what Alice believes / 
are non-rigid with respect to belief, but rigid with respect 
to the embedded alethic modal operator.
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Why Description Theory?

(1) Description theory is not needed for semantic reference. Direct 
reference / Millianism works fine, as long as referential opacity is 
ignored. There is also nothing wrong with the Causal Chain Theory 
of proper names as far as semantic reference is concerned.

(2) Recall: Semantic reference and speaker reference are needed for 
formulating an epistemic success condition:

82 CHAPTER 4. A DESCRIPTION THEORY OF REFERENCE

the sole criterion used for identifying the semantic referent in situations that require identifying
reference.

From the NDT point of view, the only linguistic requirement on the use of a proper name is the
property of being called by that name, which comprises the linguistic conventions governing the
use of that name. But for identification purposes, the speaker will usually have to rely on his prior
beliefs about the referent of that name in addition to those conventions.23 That is the reason why
a number of identification criteria I1 . . . In have been stipulated in figure 4.4. These criteria may
vary from speaker to speaker and in the descriptive version of indirect reference proposed here
they fulfill the role of partial cognitive content. They aren’t part of objective meaning, but from an
epistemic point of view are the conditions for successfully identifying the semantic referent. So
formula 4.15 doesn’t indicate the whole picture. Whenever a speaker tries to identify the referent
of a proper name like «Aristotle», he associates a property A(x) with the reading the object called

«Aristotle» by virtue of being a competent speaker but additionally associates whatever criteria
he deems sufficient for identifying the referent of the proper name. The conjunction of those
criteria is then determining the doxastic referent. The semantic referent, on the other hand, is
determined by ιx @ Ax. The revised condition for identifying reference is thus 4.22.

M, g, w0 ! ιx[@ Ax] ιy["1 Ay ∧ I1y ∧ · · · ∧ Iny](x = y) (4.22)

The condition itself isn’t empirical. It is a transcendental condition for identifying reference.
However, which identification criteria a speaker uses—consciously or subconsciously, implicitly
or explicitly—in a given situation is a wholly empirical matter. One source of unease that philoso-
phers might have with description theory in general is the simplicity of the definite descriptions
that are usually assumed in examples. In reality the identification criteria that play a role in
a condition like 4.22 may be so complicated that they cannot even be formulated by experts.
Consider for example how people recognize human faces. Although advances in automated face
recognition have been made, finding the exact conditions for recognizing a person by means of
features of her face under varying external conditions is far from being trivial.

4.5.5 The Problem of Nested Modalities

The description analysis of reference given so far is incomplete, because it doesn’t take nested
modalities into account. In this section, the analysis will be extended to adequately deal with
nested modalities. Consider the following rather artificial examples 4.23–4.28.

(4.23) It is necessary that it is necessary that Bob loves Carol.

(4.24) It is necessary that Alice believes that Bob loves Carol.

(4.25) Alice believes that she believes that Bob loves Carol.

(4.26) Alice believes that Bob believes that Alice loves Carol.

(4.27) Alice believes that it is necessary that Bob loves Carol.
23Only usually instead of always, because referents are sometimes labeled with a name tag.

(3) Non-formulable modal description theory with relativized rigidity 
is a compelling view on speaker reference, because...

a. it seems reasonable to assume that a speaker attempts to identify 
an object by means of some of the properties he believes the 
object to have, and
b. properly contextualized it works well with indexicals.

12



Rigidity

Kripke (1972):

“Let’s call something a rigid designator if in every possible world 
it designates the same object, a non-rigid or accidental designator 
if that is not the case. [...] A rigid designator of a necessary 
existent can be called strongly rigid.” [43: Kripke 1981, 48]

(1) Rigidity Thesis for Proper Names
Names are rigid designators. [43: Kripke 1981, 48-9]

(2) Refutation of Description Theory
A description or cluster theory of proper names is 
incompatible with the fact that names are rigid 
designators. [43: Kripke 1981, 10-2; 57]

Two of Kripke’s theses (among many others) are:

13



Challenges for Description Theory

(1) Modal Arguments
Proper names are rigid designators, definite descriptions 
usually are non-rigid and only may be rigid.

(2) Epistemic Arguments
According to description view, certain statements would 
be knowable apriori that in reality are only knowable a 
posteriori.

(3) Semantic Arguments
a. There is no evidence that a competent speaker has to  
associate a description with the use of a proper name.
b. If a description turns out to pick another object b 
instead of a, we usually would say that the corresponding 
proper name still denotes a (Gödel/Schmidt Cases).

14



Answers given by NDT

(1) Modal Arguments
Semantic reference: 
a.The description is rigidified. 
b. Some of Kripke’s/Soames’ intuitions about evaluating simple sentences in 
counterfactual circumstances aren’t shared. 

(2) Epistemic Arguments
a. It can be known a priori that the unique object that is actually called 
“Aristotle” is actually called “Aristotle” in our speaker community.
b. Statements involving the identification criteria of a speaker are believed to 
hold a priori, but that doesn’t suffice to justify a priori knowledge. 

(3) Semantic Arguments
a.  The property of being called by a certain name doesn’t 
presume identifying reference; the account is not circular.
b.  Formulable description view is rejected: We are interested 
in an epistemic condition for successful identification of the 
semantic referent, not in a cognitive model of a speaker’s 
performance when she tries to identify it.
c. Identification criteria are not required by virtue of linguistic 
competence; they are required for epistemic reasons.

Note: 3c only if 
trying to identify an 
object means trying 
to identify it by 
means of properties 
it is supposed to have

CEO
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Indexicals

The description theory of reference can easily be contextualized. There are 
two sorts of context:

(1) Context of Utterance: The concrete situation in which utterances are 
made. It has a definite speaker, addressees, and other discourse 
participants, a time, a location, and takes place in the actual world in non-
narrative contexts.

(2) Conversational Context: Complex comprising many factors like the 
mutually shared beliefs of discourse participants (common ground), social 
norms, epistemic norms or conventions, discourse topic, etc.

Almost all uses of indexicals and demonstratives depend on the context of 
utterance (egocentricity), and many uses of indexicals depend on the 
conversational context, since they are systematically vague. Proper names 
depend on the conversational context, definite descriptions can depend on 
both.

Proper names are relatively rigid, definite descriptions sometimes rigid, 
sometimes non-rigid, demonstratives and indexicals are absolutely rigid 
with only few possible exceptions.

16



Examples

(1) I’m hungry.

‘I’ in (1) refers to the speaker of (1).

Mention 
token-
reflexivity

8.5. FROM THINKING TO LANGUAGE 225

8.5.2 Which Kind of Cognitive Content Is Needed?

It is now time to compare the role of essential indexicals to the role of speaker reference by
means of proper names in chapter 4. To do so, we take a look at two very similar utterances. The
first involves a use of «I» and the second involves the use of a proper name. Utterance acceptance
and disquotation have been interpreted de dicto in chapter 4, but it is also possible to interpret
them less fine-grained de re (Kripke 1979) or more fine-grained de se. Interpretation in this
case only means attributing beliefs to discourse participants in a given context of utterance on
the basis of reasonable assumptions about their understanding the given utterances at a chosen
level of idealization. The respective belief attributions in the target language, the corresponding
source language utterances, and paraphrases of their readings are given in the examples below.
Of course, target language formulas have to be interpreted in intended models. For simplicity
tense is ignored. Any additional identification criteria Alice or Bob might presume in using a
proper name are also ignored, i.e. simplified NDT is presumed.

(8.41) Situation: Alice is talking to Bob.

Alice: I’m hungry.

(8.42) Truth-conditional Content of 8.41 (literal meaning, ‘what is said’)
(iota X (Speaker X))(hungry X)

(8.43) Broad Cognitive Content of 8.41

I. De Re Cognitive Content
a. Disquotation de re with respect to Alice:

( iota X ( A l i c e X))
( bel ieve C1 X)
( hungry C1 . X)

Alice believes of Alice that she is hungry.

b. De re acceptance of the utterance by Bob:

( iota X (Bob X))
( iota Y ( A l i c e Y))
( bel ieve C1 X)
( hungry C1 . Y)

Bob believes of Alice that she is hungry.

II. De Dicto Cognitive Content
a. Disquotation with respect to Alice:

( iota X ( A l i c e X))
( bel ieve C1 X)
( iota C1 . Y ( SpeakerOf C1 . C0 Y))
( hungry C1 . Y)

Alice believes (de dicto) that the speaker of the current context of utterance is hungry.

b. De dicto acceptance of the utterance by Bob:

M, g, c, k !

(2) Alice works hard, but not now.
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hard work no hard work

speech time

utterance

Figure 7.1: Egocentricity of «now» versus bare present tense in example 7.56.

(7.54) Alice now believes that Bob was angry.

(7.55) M, g, c, k !

( iota X ( A l i c e X))
( Pres C1)
( Je tz t C1 . C2)
( bel ieve C2 . C3 X)
( Past C3 . C4)
( iota Y (Bob Y))
( angry C4 . Y)

Notice that present tense alone by Constraint 7.40 only requires the utterance to occur during
the time of speech. In contrast to this, the use of «now» requires the utterance to occur during
event time. This allows a FOLC analysis of following sentence to become true, as illustrated in
Figure 7.1.7

(7.56) Alice works hard, but not now.

7.3.2 Here

In the spatial domain, heavier idealizations and more stipulations have to be made, since reified
places may stand for rather complicated objects in the real world like rivers, hills, rooms, cities,
palms, or universes. The conversational context determines a place given by time(c, k) in which
the event, state, or situation talked about takes place, and the space occupied by here must be
part of that space. A mereological part-of relation is needed, and p1 " p2 will be used to denote
this relation with the reading p1 is a part of p2. This relation is reflexive, anti-symmetric, and
transitive. Even when «here» is not used, the place of utterance will often be part of the place of
the described event, as in the following example.

7Possibly the present tense in this case has a more generic reading as in Alice usually works hard, but she doesn’t work

hard now. If so, this would require an entirely different analysis. If all examples like 7.56 were to be read in this generic
way, then ordinary, non-generic present tense and «now» might eventually collapse and both be egocentric, but unless
this is shown in detail, the above analysis seems to be an adequate working assumption.

(3) Alice to Bob, facing a building: The left entrance was locked.
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! Abbreviation 17 (Exclusive We Binder).

(Memu [CVAR] DVAR) MSQ

:= ( f o r a l l [CVAR] DVAR)

( impl ie s (and ( or ( Speaker [CVAR] DVAR)

( SpeakerGroup [CVAR] DVAR))

(−Addr e s s e e [CVAR] DVAR))

MSQ)

Here is an example analysis of an utterance in which the exclusive reading of ‹we› is triggered
by ‹your› and world knowledge on the basis of Gricean maxims. The possessive pronoun «your»
is analyzed, but no abbreviation is given for it.

(7.94) Alice: We will buy your company. (exclusive we)

(7.95) M, g, c, k !

( Fut C1)
(Memu SUBJ)
( iota OBJ

(company OBJ)
( f o r a l l MOD)
( implies ( Addressee MOD) (ownedBy OBJ MOD)))

( buy C1 . SUBJ OBJ)

7.4.4 Example: the left entrance

The phrase «the left entrance» is an example of a compound and complex spatial indicator:

(7.96) Alice (to Bob, both facing a building): The left entrance was locked.

This definite description is egocentric in the above example at least in its preferred reading:
It specifies a spatial relation between the speaker Alice, who isn’t mentioned in the utterance,
and the entrance. So it can be expressed as follows in an intended FOLC model M .

(7.97) M, g, c, k !

( Past C1)
( iota C1 . SUBJ

( iota X ( Speaker X))
(and ( entrance C1 . SUBJ)( l e f t O f SUBJ X)) )

( locked C1 . SUBJ)

17



Some Differences To Other Approaches

(1) Reference rules are expressed in the object language.
 
(2) Both contexts are parameterized.

(3) Many expressions depend on the conversational context, but only 
egocentric expressions depend on the context of utterance.

(4) A version of first-order predicate logic is used.

(5) Non-traditional predication theory is assumed [Sinowjew/Wessel].

(6) Description theory doesn’t work for essential indexicals [Perry et al.].

However: If description theory is used for cases that in the traditional view 
would be de re, e.g. using a demonstrative to refer to oneself from a 3rd 
person perspective [Kaplan’s burning pants], then de se attitudes can be 
described as de re attitude attributions.

18
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Samesaying / Semantic Content Issue

Pagin/Glüer-Pagin 2005: “The main problem with this suggestion [actualized DT] 
is that as long as we equate linguistic meaning with standard possible worlds 
intension, the synonymy, i.e. sameness of meaning, of ‘Aristotle’ and ‘the actual 
teacher of Alexander’ does not consist in anything more than their both having 
the constant function from worlds to Aristotle as intension. But then, ‘the actual 
teacher of Alexander’ is also synonymous with ‘the actual most prominent pupil 
of Plato’ as well as with ‘the actual author of De Interpretatione’. As long as we 
take content to be standard intension, the descriptive contents of the original 
non-rigid descriptions are simply lost when they are rigidified: Rigidifying is 
collapsing contents. For saving the description theory, a more elaborate idea of 
linguistic meaning is needed.” [Pagin/Glüer-Pagin 2005: 22]

Reply: Pagin/Glüer-Pagin are right.  In the extensional view, two functions are 
identical if they yield identical results for any given input value, i.e. if they have 
the same Werteverlauf. In the present view it is not assumed that linguistic 
meaning is represented by intensions; otherwise we’d need a two-dimensional 
logic. Instead it is claimed that lexical meaning is represented by entries in the 
lexicon, i.e. target language schemes, under the assumption of later being 
interpreted in intended models after semantic composition. A much more 
elegant way is to map syntactic source language structures directly into 
expressions of an algebra [Montague, UG].

20



The Necessary A Posteriori

(1) Alice = Bob
(2) Saul Kripke ≠ David Kaplan.
(3) Water is H20.   

Examples of the necessary a posteriori:

                       [Soames 2005, 30]

Kripke/Soames: Utterances like (1)-(3) are necessarily true, but only 
knowable a posteriori.

Standard Counter-Argument: If they are necessarily true, then there is no 
world in which they are false. Thus there is no empirical evidence that could 
falsify them. Hence, they cannot be a posteriori.

Possible fix: epistemic two-dimensionalism

21



The Necessary A Posteriori?

(1) Alice = Bob

(2) M, g,w0 ! ιx"Ax ιy "By(x = y)
!

M, g,w0 ! ι∗x[Ex ∧"Ax] ι∗y[Ey ∧"By](x = y)

22



The Necessary A Posteriori?

(1) Alice = Bob

(2) 

If (2) is true, it doesn’t follow that (3) must hold:

M, g,w0 ! ιx"Ax ιy "By(x = y)
!

M, g,w0 ! ι∗x[Ex ∧"Ax] ι∗y[Ey ∧"By](x = y)

(3) M, g,w0 ! "
[ ιx#Ax ιy #By(x = y)

]
!

M, g,w0 ! "
[ ι∗x[Ex ∧#Ax] ι∗y[Ey ∧#By](x = y)

]
So (1) is in this view contingent a posteriori, not necessary a posteriori. Still, 
the corresponding terms                and               are rigid designators as long 
as the referents actually exist as well.

ιx!Ax ιx!Bx

However: This semi-actualism is perhaps not desirable.

23



The Necessary A Posteriori?

(1) If Alice and Bob exist, then Alice = Bob.

(2) 

If (2) is true, then (3) should hold, too:

M, g,w0 !
[( ιx["Ax]Ex

) ∧ ( ιy["By]Ey
)] ⊃ ιx["Ax] ιy["By](x = y)

#
M, g,w0 !

[( ι∗x[Ex ∧"Ax]Ex
) ∧ ( ι∗y[Ey ∧"By]Ey

)] ⊃ ι∗x[Ex ∧"Ax] ι∗y[Ey ∧"By](x = y)

(3) M, g,w0 ! "
([( ιx[#Ax]Ex

) ∧ ( ιy[#By]Ey
)] ⊃ ιx[#Ax] ιy[#By](x = y)

)
#

M, g,w0 ! "
([( ι∗x[Ex ∧#Ax]Ex

) ∧ ( ι∗y[Ey ∧#By]Ey
)] ⊃ ι∗x[Ex ∧#Ax] ι∗y[Ey ∧#By](x = y)

)

denotes the same objectWe must assume that ι∗x[Ex ∧!Ax]
 in all worlds in which it denotes. 

Under this assumption, (1) is an example of a statement that is necessarily 
true but only knowable a posteriori.

24



Alternative 1: Modest Actualism

Many open problems: proper names for historical entities might need to 
comprise the statement that the referent has existed but no longer exists. 
Questions like that heavily depend on possibilism versus actualism.

We can distinguish several cases:

(1) Proper Names for Empirical Entities

e.g. “Alice” ι∗x![Ex ∧Ax]

(2) Proper Names for Fictional Entities

e.g. “Superman”

(3) Proper Names for Mathematical Entities

e.g. “π”  

If (1) is chosen, then there will be necessary identity statements that are only 
knowable a posteriori.

ι∗x[!(Ex ∧ Px) ∧"Ex]

the unique object that actually 
exists and is actually called 

“Alice”

the unique object that actually 
doesn’t exist, is actually called 
“Superman”, and might exist

the unique object that exists 
necessarily and is actually called “π”

ι∗x[!(¬Ex ∧ Sx) ∧ ♦Ex]

Existence 
stipulations part 
of subjective and 
objective 
meaning

cannot be confirmed a posteriori
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Alternative 2: Modest Possibilism

In this view, the existence presupposition isn’t part of the meaning of a name, 
except in case of strongly rigid proper names for mathematical entities. 
N.B.  We need to assume a possibilist definition of rigid designation if this 
position is taken.

We can distinguish several cases:

(1) Proper Names for Empirical Entities

e.g. “Alice”

(2) Proper Names for Fictional Entities

e.g. “Superman”

(3) Proper Names for Mathematical Entities

e.g. “π”  

the unique object that is 
actually called “Alice”

the unique object that is actually 
called “Superman”

the unique object that exists 
necessarily and is actually called “π”

ι∗x!Ax

ι∗x!Sx

ι∗x[!Px ∧"Ex]

26



The Contingent A Priori

(1) Stick S is one metre long at t0.
(2) Water boils at 100 °C at sea level.

Example of the contingent a priori:                       [Kripke 1981, 54-6; 63 fn. 26]

Kripke: If S was used to fix the scale at t0, (I) is knowable a priori for the agent 
that has fixed it that way, cf. [Stojanovic 2004] . Yet, given that “one metre” is a 
rigid designator, S could have had another length at that time. 

Reply: This a form of linguistic a priori, but notice the clause in italics above.  
See [Stojanovic 2002, 2004] for a detailed analysis and critique of Kripke’s 
and Kaplan’s claims about the contingent a priori. Soames 2005 is also 
sceptical and preferably discusses examples like (3).

(3) If there’s a unique F, then the x: actually Fx = the x: Fx                       [Soames 2005, 39]
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Twin-EarthEarth

Twin Earth

(1) “Water” denotes H2O.

Language 1: English

                       [Putnam 1975]

Alice and Twalice are in the same, qualitatively undistinguishable physical 
state.

Conclusion drawn by Semantic Externalists: The physical state of the 
epistemic agents/speakers doesn’t fully individuate the (a) meaning of the 
utterances (semantic externalism), (b) nor does it fully individuate Alice’s and 
Twalice’s corresponding thoughts (externalism of thought content).

Language 2: Twenglish

(1’) “Water” denotes XYZ.

 Alice Twalice

(2) Alice: Water is wet.  (about H2O)
(2’) Twalice: Water is wet. (about XYZ)

28



Twin-EarthEarth

Twin Earth

(1) “Water” denotes H2O.

Language 1: English

                       [Putnam 1975]

Alice and Twalice are in the same, qualitatively undistinguishable physical 
state. 

Conclusion drawn by Semantic Externalists: The physical state of the 
epistemic agents/speakers doesn’t fully individuate the (a) meaning of the 
utterances (semantic externalism), (b) nor does it fully individuate Alice’s and 
Twalice’s corresponding thoughts (externalism of thought content).

Language 2: Twenglish

(1’) “Water” denotes XYZ.

 Alice Twalice

(2) Alice: Water is wet.  (about H2O)
(2’) Twalice: Water is wet. (about XYZ)

Possible Replies: (i) The puzzle cannot be formulated from the perspective of 
semantic internalism, i.e. in 1750 before H20 and XYZ have been discovered.
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Twin-EarthEarth

Twin Earth

(1) “Water” denotes H2O.

Language 1: English

                       [Putnam 1975]

Alice and Twalice are in the same, qualitatively undistinguishable physical 
state. 

Conclusion drawn by Semantic Externalists: The physical state of the 
epistemic agents/speakers doesn’t fully individuate the (a) meaning of the 
utterances (semantic externalism), (b) nor does it fully individuate Alice’s and 
Twalice’s corresponding thoughts (externalism of thought content).

Language 2: Twenglish

(1’) “Water” denotes XYZ.

 Alice Twalice

(2) Alice: Water is wet.  (about H2O)
(2’) Twalice: Water is wet. (about XYZ)

Possible Replies: (i) The puzzle cannot be formulated from the perspective of 
semantic internalism, i.e. in 1750 before H20 and XYZ have been 
discovered.(ii) Alice: Water might be XYZ. utterance is true, hence “Water” is 
not rigid

“Water is H20” 
globally 
underdetermined ? not 
in temporal version--it 
is supposed that 
experts now can decide 
H20 from XYZ
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Primary vs. Secondary Intension

primary intension (diagonalized content)

Pagin/Glüer-Pagin 2005: the linguistic meaning of e is 

                       [Pagin/Glüer-Pagin 2005, 22; N.B. the typo–brackets 
wrong]

!e" : W ×W → Extensions

secondary intension at wi

〈!e"1, !e"2w0
〉

For comparison, the primary intension of e would be in DIML:

[151, 6.21; N.B. the typo–(i) is missing]

The secondary intension of e at in in DIML: Note: (a) not so simple in DIML, 
because contexts and indices 
are to be kept apart! (b) Doesn’t 
work, since scenarios aren’t 
contexts. [Chalmers 2006]

"the actual teacher of Alexander" differs from "the teacher of Alexander" in secondary intension

"the actual teacher of Alexander" differs from "the actual author of De Interpretatione" in the primary intension

λi.〈!∆e"(c)(i)〉 = λi.〈!e"(c ! world(i) ! time(i))(i)〉

!e"2wi
:= λw.〈!e"(wi, w)〉

!e"1 := λw.〈!e"(w,w)〉

λi.〈!e"(c ! world(in) ! time(in))(i)〉
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Epistemic Two-Dimensionalism

primary intension

secondary intension

                       [e.g. Chalmers 2006; Jackson]

!e"1 : S → Extensions

S: the set of scenarios (canonically describable epistemic alternatives)

W: the set of metaphysically possible world-states

!e"2 : W → Extensions!e" : S ×W → Extensions two-dimensional intension

e is metaphysically necessary iff. ∀w ∈ W : !e"2(w) = 1

e is metaphysically necessary iff. 

e is a priori iff. ∀s ∈ S : !e"1(s) = 1
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Epistemic Two-Dimensionalism: Example

There is a scenario in which there is no language at all.  This is a key 
difference between epistemic and semantic/contextual two-dimensionalism.  
A context of utterance comprises the use of a token for communicative 
purposes. Epistemic two-dimensionalism is orthogonal to semantic two-
dimensionalism.

                       [Chalmers 2006; Jackson]

e is metaphysically necessary iff. 

(1) Water is H20.   

... is metaphysically necessary, because ∀w ∈ W : !(1′)"2(w) = 1

...  is a posteriori, because ∃s ∈ S : !(1′)"1 = 0

(2) If there’s a unique F, then the x: actually Fx = the x: Fx                       [Soames 2005, 39]

... is contingent, because ∃w ∈ W : !(2′)"2 = 0

... is a priori, because ∀s ∈ S : !(2′)"1 = 1

(3) There is a sentence token.

...  is a posteriori, because ∃s ∈ S : !(1′)"1 = 0
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Why ‘Diagonalization’?

Propositional Concepts: functions from possible worlds to propositions

                       [Stalnaker 1978, 2006; cf. Carpintero 2006]

e is metaphysically necessary iff. 

(1) Phosphorus is the bright star appearing to the east, if it exists.

i j

i T F
j F T

‘context’ 
worlds

evaluation worlds

In i the bright star is the Venus, in j the bright star to the east is Mars.
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Conceivability vs. Metaphysical Possibility

e is metaphysically necessary iff. 

C
L

M C

L

M

≈CL

M

‘standard’ view Chalmers?

Putnam??
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Possible worlds 
metaphysics is full of 

dangers.
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